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Products



Sage Business Cloud


 

Accounting, finance and payroll


Medium businesses
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Sage Intacct


Advanced financial management platform for professionals with a growing business.



Sage Intacct
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Sage X3


Finance and operational management that's faster and more flexible than traditional ERP.



Sage Business Cloud X3






Small businesses
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Sage 50 Accounting


Desktop accounting software connected to the cloud.



Sage 50
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Sage Timeslips


Billing and time tracking software.



Sage Timeslips
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Sage HR


Manage and engage your workforce wherever they are.



Sage HR











Construction and Real Estate


Any-size business
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Sage Intacct Construction


Native cloud technology with real-time visibility, open API, AICPA preferred.



Sage Intacct Construction
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Sage 100 Contractor


Accounting, project management, estimating, and service management.



Sage 100 Contractor
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Sage 300 CRE


Most widely-used construction management software in the industry.



Sage Construction and Real Estate






Human resources and CRM


Medium businesses
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Sage HRMS


Customizable, on-premise human capital management software.



Sage HRMS
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Sage People


Global cloud HR and People system, built on the Salesforce platform.



People
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Sage CRM


Deliver a better customer experience with CRM software.



Sage CRM











Business management


Medium businesses
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Sage X3


Finance and operational management that's faster and more flexible than traditional ERP.



Sage Business Cloud X3
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Sage 100


Manage accounting, manufacturing and distribution.



Sage 100
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Sage 300


Streamline accounting, inventory, operations and distribution.



Sage 300
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Sage Fixed Assets


Track and manage your business assets at every stage.



Sage Fixed Assets
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Brightpearl by Sage


The flexible retail operating system that streamlines, simplifies, and automates your business.



Brightpearl by Sage
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Inventory Planner by Sage


The inventory planning solution for reliable forecasts and buying recommendations.



Inventory Planner by Sage
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By business size


	Small businesses
	Medium businesses







By industry


	Construction
	Financial services
	Healthcare
	Hospitality
	Manufacturing
	Nonprofits
	Professional services
	Retail
	SaaS & subscription
	Wholesale distribution
	All industries







By business need


	Accounting software
	Accounting app
	AI automation
	Business intelligence
	CRM software
	ERP software
	HR software
	Payments and Banking
	Payroll software
	Supply chain management







Customer success


Learn how thousands of businesses like yours are using Sage solutions to enhance productivity, save time, and drive revenue growth.


Explore success stories

Trust and Security

Stay safe and up-to-date with our Trust and Security Hub. Understand how your data is protected.


Learn about trust and security
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Partners



Overview

Explore all Sage Partner Program opportunities

Tech partners

Get innovative solutions to market faster by integrating with Sage

Business partners

Sell and refer Sage solutions and provide value-add services to customers

Service delivery partners

Train, consult, or offer managed services with Sage

Alliance partners


Our partnerships with global leaders that drive innovation
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Blog


 

Article topics



Money matters


Technology & innovation


Growth & customers


People & leadership


Strategy, legal & operations







Industry



Biotech and life sciences


Chemical


Construction and real estate


Distribution


Financial services


Food and beverage


Healthcare


Hospitality


Manufacturing


Nonprofit


Professional services


Retail


SaaS & subscription


Wholesale distribution



Business type



Small businesses


Medium businesses


Accountants







Free guides & templates



How to start a business


Free professional invoice templates


Automate your accounting practice


Business tax calendar


See all free guides & templates



Resources



Glossary


Visit the Sage Advice blog







Member Masterclass

Exclusive talks and articles from the world's leading experts. In Season 4, learn how to thrive in a changing world. 


Go to Member Masterclass
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Sage X3


Sub Navigation





	Overview
	 
Product capabilities
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	Financial management
	Production management
	Supply chain management
	See all capabilities








	 
Industries
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	Chemicals
	Distribution
	Food and beverages
	Discrete manufacturing
	Process manufacturing
	Services
	See all industries








	Partners
	Complementary solutions
	Customer resources












	
 
1-877-897-6391

 


Request pricing
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Sage X3 helps you build growth that lasts 


Take control of your entire business, from supply chain to sales, with a single, integrated solution. Sage X3 unlocks greater efficiency, flexibility, and insight for businesses seeking sustainable growth and resiliency.



Take a tour See how it works (2:13)
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The new era of ERP 


Take control of your entire business, from supply chain to sales with Sage X3.




Take a tour Watch video
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The new era of ERP 


Take control of your entire business, from supply chain to sales with Sage X3.




Take a tour Watch video
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A supply chain that flows
 

Take control of your entire business, from supply chain to sales with Sage X3.




Take a tour Watch video
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Business tools and advice from real experts 


Sage customers get more than software, with automatic access to the exclusive benefits of Sage Membership.




Take a tour Watch video
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Trusted by
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More than an ERP 
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A scalable solution for growth without limits.
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Flexible and customizable to meet evolving needs.
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Multi-country, multi-legislation capabilities.
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Built for the unique needs of your industry.





























Supercharge your business with Sage X3 features 


Manage your business with powerful capabilities to work faster, simpler, and with more flexibility.
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Production management


Get to market quickly and precisely  by managing all your manufacturing processes with one system.

	BOM planning
	Shop floor control
	Quality control
	Project management





Production management
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Supply chain management


Real-time inventory monitoring ensures you keep up with demand to stay ahead of the game.

	Purchasing
	Inventory management
	Sales management
	Customer service





Supply chain management
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Financial management


Control your bottom line ably with real-time global visibility and local compliance.

	Budgets and accounting
	Fixed assets
	Financial reporting
	Multi-currency, multi-tax, multi-company





Financial management
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Collaboration



Manage transactions and workflows across multiple sites and companies.















 







Manufacturing
KPIs
















Manufacturing
Distribution
Financials
Regulatory
CRM
Development
Warehouse
Manufacturing
 PH
Quality KPI:
Sales
 Top Products
 KPI:
PH Analysis / QC Request
Ordered Qty
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Workspace



Access role-based landing pages that can be personalized with tailored reports and data.















 







Management
Sales Order
BP
Total
*
Sales site
*
Sold to
Bill to customer
*
Microsystems
Group Customer
Pay by
*
Signed
Allocation
Delivery
Invoice
Ordered
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Revision
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Orders to be Shipped
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Mobile



Optimized mobile experience with personalized layout and functionality.
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Fast close. Faster insights. 





Download our report to discover how automation helps finance teams flow and free up 3x more time. 




Download executive summary





















 







Get the power of Sage X3 in the cloud 


Sage X3 is available in a range of deployment models, so you have the flexibility to harness your business's potential. Enjoy real-time visibility across every aspect of your organization and seamlessly manage complex processes, transactions, and relationships with one unified solution.




Discover the capabilities of X3























Sage X3 works with your industry 


All industries
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Food & beverage


Ensure food quality and safety with end-to-end traceability and quality control.



Learn more
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Process manufacturing


Ensure consistency, optimize planning, and manage compliance across currencies, regions, and regulations.



Learn more
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Discrete manufacturing


Get deeper insights and visibility on your entire manufacturing operations to enhance decision making.



Learn more
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Distribution


Improve supply chain efficiency with real-time insights into all aspects of your operations.



Learn more
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Chemicals


Respond to complex and changing regulations with quality control, regulatory compliance, and lot tracking.



Learn more
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Services


Deliver an extraordinary customer experience with automated processes, streamlined workflows, and real-time insights.



Learn more























 


Customize your solution 


Extend the capabilities of Sage X3, grow your business, and make life easier with our powerful connected apps.



Go to marketplace
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Functionality
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Moving to Sage X3 was one of the best decisions we've made. It provides the flexibility, functionality, and controls we rely on to keep successful and thriving.


Todd English

VP of Strategic Partnerships and Marketing

Roush Yates



Read their story










Data and insight
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To thrive and do right by [our employees], we need to create opportunities that benefit everyone. That requires having actionable data and insights at our fingertips. . . and that's why we use Sage.


Frank Luengo, COO

Sonora Foods, Canada



 Watch their story
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Customer service
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With Sage X3 we know what we have on hand and when it's ready; it gives us confidence in our decisions, allowing us to better serve our customers and maximize revenue.


Jeremy Myrick, IT Manager

Skagit Horticulture



Read their story










Flexibility
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Sage X3 is unequalled in the market for the flexibility it offers.


Marta De Varona

VP, Administration and Finance

ARA Foods



Watch their story






















 


And more
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Sage X3 named to Constellation ShortList 


This Constellation ShortList is determined by client inquiries, partner conversations, customer references, vendor selection projects, market share and internal research.




Download the shortlist
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Resources 





Gain valuable insights, reduce cost, and grow your business faster with our webinars, guides, and research.





















Webinar
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Manufacturing Economic Predictions for 2023


Our experts explore the current state of the economy, make predictions for the manufacturing sector, and explain how technology could help manufacturers manage more effectively during these turbulent times.

Executive summary




 Watch the webinar (49:37)
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Sage X3 competitive comparison chart


The ERP label is too small for what it's become. Business management solutions from Sage move beyond the label.



Download chart










Webinar
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How best-in-class companies leverage their ERP


Discover the critical system capabilities that best-in-class food and beverage companies have…



Watch the webinar (53:43)


























Get more than just great software 





All Sage customers are part of the Sage community. As a Sage member, you can enjoy benefits, connect with experts and industry peers, and get insights that help you and your business.
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Expert human support


Talk to our product specialists to help you get the most out of your software so you can be more productive.
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Member Masterclass


Dip into talks and articles from the world's leading experts to help with business challenges, like dealing with change.
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Community forums


Hear from industry experts and connect with businesses like yours to get product help and useful insights.
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Business advice


Access a wealth of practical advice on a range of business topics.
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Learning



Master the full power of your software with comprehensive learning resources.
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Software certification


Take courses, earn certifications and stand out from the crowd.






























FAQs 












 


What is Sage X3







Sage X3 is a comprehensive ERP (enterprise resource planning) software that helps businesses manage their finances, operations, and supply chain and improve their efficiency, profitability, and agility.

Some of the benefits of using Sage X3 include:

	Increased visibility and control over your business operations
	Improved decision-making
	Reduced costs
	Increased customer satisfaction
	Improved compliance








 


What industries is Sage X3 best suited for?







Sage X3 is a versatile ERP solution that can be used by businesses in a wide range of industries, including manufacturing, distribution, and business services.






 


What are the main features of Sage X3?







Sage X3 offers a comprehensive suite of ERP capabilities, including financial management, supply chain management, production management, and business intelligence and insights.






 


Why choose Sage X3 over other ERP solutions?







Sage X3 provides a modern solution with a flexible and scalable architecture, easy customization, mobility features, and a comprehensive set of capabilities to manage all aspects of your business.






 


Is Sage X3 cloud ERP software?







Sage X3 can be deployed on-premises or in the cloud, giving you flexibility based on your needs.






 


What is the training available for Sage X3?







Sage offers a variety of training options for Sage X3, including online courses and on-site training with our partners.






















Learn how you can personalize Sage X3 to work the way you do. 

Get started today
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Take a self-led product tour


Explore Sage X3 and discover how it can increase your finance team's productivity by 40%.



Take a product tour
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Book a live demo


See for yourself how Sage X3 delivers insights and efficiency to empower your enterprise.



Schedule a demo
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Sage FacebookSage InstagramSage LinkedInSage TwitterSage YouTube


Become a partnerDeveloper documentationEducatorsSage Marketplace





 

COMPANY


OverviewCareersSage eventsAbout SageSage FoundationInvestorsNewsTrust and SecuritySustainability & SocietySage Champions






PRODUCTS


Sage IntacctSage 50 AccountingSage X3Sage PeopleSage AiSage 300 Construction and Real EstateSage HRPayments and BankingSee all productsLogin






SUPPORT & TRAINING


SupportContact usBlogTrainingCommunitySage Affiliate ProgramCOVID-19 support hubMember benefits





 Language SelectorUnited States | English




Close Language Selector
×
Choose your region and language






NORTH AMERICA
	

Canada (ENG)

	

Canada (FR)

	

United States






EUROPE
	

België (NDL)

	

Belgique (FR)

	

Deutschland

	

España

	

France

	

Ireland

	

Österreich

	

Polska

	

Portugal

	

United Kingdom






AFRICA & MIDDLE EAST
	

Africa

	

Botswana

	

Kenya

	

Maroc

	

Namibia

	

Nigeria

	

South Africa

	

UAE & Middle East






ASIA PACIFIC
	

Australia

	

Hong Kong

	

India

	

Indonesia

	

Malaysia

	

Singapore

	

ประเทศไทย

	

中华人民共和国






SOUTH AMERICA
	

Brasil
















SOLUTIONS - BY BUSINESS NEED


Accounting appStartupCloud accounting softwarePaymentsBusiness management
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